From the historical point of view, the formation and evolution of media in the form that we know today, and according to the age of several thousands of years of human's social life on the soil planet, has changed to reality later. This has happened while the media has evolved in a larger scale with an incredible speed. In those far periods of time the wide propagation and distribution of information to the lots of contacts was not possible because of technical limitations. But people were trying to communicate in a limited form with each other and with their contacts by using other methods. This communication didn't go beyond the human's voice. Through experience they have learnt that if they make a horn with their hands and speak loudly in it from its narrow part, attracts the contact that is further than the usual sound board. But with society's being more complicated, giving information in the shortest time became very important. Various methods of transferring information were formed according to the technology and facilities. In middle ages the bellmen, the singers and the badger storytellers had the duty of information exchange by poems and proverbs, or news and information were written on the animal skin or clay or stone tablets for the distribution and propagation of news. But bringing news and information with primary tools for the contacts were along with some barriers, because their duplication was a hard, time consuming and costly task. Scholars and rulers had found that when the political and governmental information and news reaching time is shorter, consequently its effects on the contacts and their reaction toward the received data would be more.
http://www.ispacs.com/journals/acte/2015/acte-00191/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services groups are being challenged to effect more in this field. So, because of this reason, the study and research about the way of influencing or in other words impacting is very important for the scientific centers that are academic and also decision makers. With the evolution of media technology and speed increase in the transformation of political-social changes, the information of the human societies have also increased the globalization of new media distribution field and has created a new face of power that we can consider it as the inappreciable face of power. The power of media, despite the physical power has the long term and continues effects. In other words, it's along with accessing to more power of satiation for the intellectual elites and politicians. (Ghavam, 2003) [3] .
Information and technology
Information technology is the result of direct effect of information and communication increase and consequently mass communication in the past century. The increase and speed of transforming a great volume of information by the technologies of new information, has created a storm of information for those who are responsible and for contacts in the recent decades that it's often viewed with doubt. Undoubtedly, the dissatisfaction propagation and in addition to that deep social changes, like revolutions and edits are the result of these information transmissions. In this direction, in one hand, those who are responsible in this field, are trying to dominate on the tools and information technology in order to be able to control information transmission and present the communication in a set form to its contacts. On the other hand, the contacts want free information transmission in order to be able to affect their decision makings positively in the direction of their benefits. In the present century, testing the development of human societies is the amount of the wisdom and the knowledge that is produced in the society. Some indicator like the capitation income and national impure production is not the indicator of development by itself. Development is a combination of these indicators; undoubtedly, the information factor has a special place (Attaar zade, 2001, 18-19). There are two kinds of information that is given to the contacts. The first kind is completely under the control of those who are responsible and have power that is spoken through national or governmental media. The other type that is less affected by the power and authority and its information is not in the support of governmental power, are being considered as an ultra-governmental and sometimes factional media. There is also a third type that have had an amazing progress during recent two decades that have become famous as social as social networks thought and information exchange can be done without censorship among contacts. But of course the powerful men are trying to use the third type with some techniques in the direction of their goals. Certainly they have to pay attention to the game and democracy rules. The first and second types are mostly transferring the special thought to the contacts and the third type is the exchange of thoughts that has an important role in the propagation and victory of revolutions in the 21 century A.D that is called as the Arabic spring and protestation moves in some societies. This fact also must be declared that the fast revolution of communication has decreased individuals' age in reaching the information. It seems that understanding is again defined and in this direction from the end of the last century and in the present century dominating on the application of misinformation tools has more importance in comparison with experience. Undoubtedly, the revolution of mass communication tools has played and will play an important role in the information transformation.
The revolution of mass communication technology
By the invention of printing machine in 1450 A.D by "Gutenburg" I Mainz, Germany, duplicating the entries became possible in a short time. At that time, any time technique was going under the authority of church because of churchmen's power, they started duplicating the gospel, the orisons and other religious books, with taking help from new technique of printing. From the first of 17 century A.D using this technique found its way to immoral field and the first publication came out in an orderly form. At the same time, the http://www.ispacs.com/journals/acte/2015/acte-00191/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services first publication came out with the name of "Relation" in the city "strassburg" as week news. After that and with the passage of time, the numbers of publications were increased in the other parts of the world. In 1837 A.D, Samuel Morse recorded his invention that was the transmission of coded information to the receiver. In May 24, 1844, Morse's first post was successfully exhibited in America between the cities "Washington" and "Bultimore" that had more than 50 kilometers distance. In fact, the information was transmitted as a coded alphabetical letters from the sender to the receiver by the communicational line and the receiver used to access the send the information with opening the code. In October 26, 1861, Philip Reis exhibited his sound transitions machine that later got the name "Telephone" in front of the society of physicists in Frankfort. This machine was made from an empty wooden cube that was covered with an acock hopper that its window was pulled with an attenuate chaff, that the waves which was resulted from the voice was transmitted by a platinum page through a small pin. A famous sentence that was told is" horses do not eat cucumber salad", suddenly, some vague sounds were heard with asperity from further than 100 meters. In spite of lots of those appreciations and encourages that was done there from Reis, great physics mostly regarded this invention of the century as a technique for gaining attention. This machine was capable to change the sounds into electronic waves and then in other places again change it to voice waves. At the same time, nor physicist neither the inventor himself didn't know the value of that great invention. After that Reis didn't find an economical justification for their invention and started producing a number of these machines and the buyers were mostly the rich families, a few of those machines also were brought into America by the traders and the emigrant families. Reis died in the age of 40 in 1874 A.D because of a disease. 2 years later in the February 14, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell the invention of his full fledged telephone machine in the office of invention record in the America and after that originated the famous Bell Company. But its famous that the parts of presented telephone was not completely Bell's work, for example, microphone was invented by a person, named Elisha Gray, but because he appeared a few hours later than Bell in the office of Invention Records, so it had not been accepted. About 600 judgment dossiers was presented in the court against Bell about telephone invention right or some parts of it, but Bell won in all of them. The reality is that Bell had been truly understood the economical importance of this great invention. "From the year 1920 A.D, by functioning transmission cables and making communication between two sides of Atlantic Ocean, engineers transmitted the alphabet and numbers with using this technology. At first this action was named "Telex" and later "Text". At first this capability was possible only for the governments and industry owners. In the years 60 and 70, the capability of sending numbers through radio waves and its receive by a small receiver, became represented to the world". In the time of Bell's death in August 2 1992 A.D, more than 14,374,000 telephones were active in the United States. Bell's invention record was not known formally in Germany, and in 1877 A.D Werner Von Siemens started producing telephone sets in his company. The first automatic telephone centre was used in the November 3, 1892 A.D in la Porte of America from India estate, and in Europe at 1908 A.D in the city "Hildesheim" in Germany. In the 1908 A.D Henrich Herrz became successful to discover the magnetic waves, that were used as information transmitters in later years, 9 years later, in 1956 A.D a video set was presented to people for broadcasting the recorded films. In 1957 A.D Soviet Union located the first satellite in orbit. In 1873A.D "Edward Moibridge" a British photographer living in America, by using a few cameras that were placed in significant distances at horse riding race track, did a test to record the moves of the race horses. He did this test in order to see whether the four foot of the horse touches the ground at the same time or not. The photos that were printed at the end of this race gave positive answer to this question. MoiBridge invented the first cinema projectors in 1881 A.D and gave the name "Zoopraxiscope" to it. In fact "Zoopraxiscope was a set of glass pages with some paintings that MoiBridge had drawn according to his photos. In this year, he did some traveling in the length and width of America in order to introduce his inventions and then traveled to Europe and gave some lectures about his invention. In 1884 A.D Thomas Akinz, one of the Moibridge's assistants became successful to invent the first camera set, the film recording unit. In 1885 A.D, in America, George Eastman started selling first film reels that was made on the basis paper that is sensitive to light. In British, a photographer with the name, William freezgreen exhibited the results of his first experiences about move that was a picture of a girl that was closing and opening her eyes. In 1887 A.D a German inventor, Otmar Anschutz gave the first "Electrotexiscopia" set to the bazaar. This set was combined from lots of stable pictures that were connected to a large lamp. With wheel's move that was done with a handle the pictures were passing across a hole, one after another and if someone used to look into the hole from outside of it, it seems to him that the pictures are moving. This set found its customers all over the world; in Iran also it became famous with the name "Shahre Farang"(Peep show: the translator).
In 1889 A.D, the Eastman Kodak company in America started producing and selling Celluloid films on the reels. Thomas Edison, the American inventor also recorded the invention of a movie that had hole on both sides. In 1891 A.D Thomas Edison asked for business license for what he later named "Kinetoscope". This set was combined from a box that could exhibit a moving film in front of a hole at a same time for a person. Edison's assistant "William Dickstone" invented this set. In 1894 A.D, at the time of evolving and constructing the Kintoscope with a new a new demand, Edison told" I don't think this set would have a future". The first film exhibition saloon was opened in New York with the help of kinetoscope, and this set became exhibited in an exhibition. The first recorded pictures by kinetoscope were showing a man that was sneezing. A scientific tools builder in Britain with the name "Robert Paul" was missioner to build the substitute versions of Edison's kinetoscope. During this mission, he understood that Edison has not recorded this invention in Britain. Robert Paul also started completing kinetoscope and found the easiest way of showing picture on the wall. Until 1895 A.D, most of the films were not more than one minute. The American company "Motoscope", was established with the goal of producing exhibition sets on the basis of Kinetoscope. Soon, this company started producing movies and changed its name to "Biograph Company" in the same year; two brothers with the names of "Luie and August Lomeier" recorded the "Cinematograph" set in France, which were both a record camera and an exhibition projector. Because of this, cinematograph was a milestone in the history of this industry's appearance". In March, Lumier brothers with exhibiting a film from workers' exit from factory at the end of the day exhibited their invention to the public. In December 28, the lumie brothers opened the first public exhibition saloon with the name "Le Cinematograph" in the cellar of Grand Café". Cinematograph used to show 12 films in each 30 minutes. 1896, A.D, Edison exhibited a new projector set with the name "vitascope". The first public exhibition was hold in New York music saloon in April 23 with the help of this set. In January, Lumier brothers opened their show in New York. In this movie "May Irwin" the great "Broadway" star went in front of the camera as the first scene star and appeared in a short film with the name "Kiss" along with Jhon Rice. The length of Kiss film was only 47 seconds and in fact was a show from the last scene of an exhibition that faced much bobbery and when he came on the scene, newspapers described them as the flagrant and exterminator of society's ethics. The staffer of a newspaper wrote:" the flagrant and long adventure of grazing on each other's lips in a live and real form in theatre was like animals as much as needed, but now its atrocities have found a giant dimensions and is completely disgusting with three times repeating that. The film was advertised in its catalogue in this way" they are becoming ready to kiss each other, they start kissing and kissing and kissing, and each time as if the ceiling of the salon ruins because of audio's jubilation. "William Heis" had directed this movie for Edison. In 1899 A.D the congress library of America signified this film an important one from the cultural aspect and confided it to the national film archive fund to be saved. The first radio sender of the world in 1920 A.D, started its work in England, 20 years later, in 1940 A.D, the first Iranian radio sender started its work. With this command, the generals of America's army were searching for a technology to be able to give information to their contacts in slightly places in the case of atomic war and consequently telephones break and problem in sets. In the next decades, social networks like Twitter, face book, YouTube and … evolved on its basis. In 1973 A.D the GPS (Global Positioning system) project was started, that gives an exact location from planet places with the help of satellite. In 1975 A.D, the telefax set became invented, that made it possible to send handwriting and pictures by telephone lines. In 1978 A.D the first GPS satellite was launched. The first portable cell phones were presented to those who were interested in it. Although the idea of saving and using information by processor set was presented from 1949 by Edmund Berkeley, linking and using it for the public from internet by the users didn't happen until 1991 A.D because of Pentagon's aversions. (The same)
Mass communication
Human, during his evolution period, has had a special capability that this capability is so natural for them and is unique in its type. This capability caused human to make relations among complicated problems. This is the capability of human mind that can learn a language and with permanently using it, be in a location that understands the complicated high level communications in the shortest time and then use it. This process has caused the basis of fast human evolution. Undoubtedly, human evolution process was not possible without complicated network of human communication. The largest human thought exchange without considering" nonverbal communication"(signs and moves, smoke, the sign language of deaf and dumb) is done through language. Information was also transmitted during the centuries in the development of culture and knowledge, before the appearance of line and technique. At first, language communication bound was limited depending on the speakers' sound power for the hearer. Human decided to give the needed information of the speaker and the contact beyond the sound power. Because of this, they did some innovations like raising smoke, Morse light, playing the drums and so on as a result of increasing the distance of giving information to the contact. According to the human's innovations in past millennium for communications, but still giving contextual information was limited. This limitation is in two forms: First, in a clan-oriented primary simple human society, relying on the tribe leadership and their homogeneousity encloses the variety of information exchange. The other point is that maintaining and recording the communications context can't be transmitted without an inductor. It causes the information transmission to be combined with the understanding of person from an individual to another and from one generation to another. (Wilke Juergen, 2008, s.4-6) Mass communication has found much importance from the end of the second millennium and the first of the third millennium and with the extermination of authoritarian regimes through popular revolutions and deep reforms in human societies, and also with the formation of democratic regimes. Related to this, in the present century, the mass communication tools has found a central role with the democratic functionality, so the stake holders of mass communication tools are trying to gain information and distribute them after assessing, then the political centre that acts politically or critically, is one of the main consumers. The citizens of the http://www.ispacs.com/journals/acte/2015/acte-00191/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services society also gain this situation to aware themselves about the decision they make, whether public or private, the academic area that is assessing and considering the history of mass media effect on the societies is called science communication. In this direction it can be said that reporting is a subset of this science. In fact, human and social sciences and the sciences of art and literature also search this subject under the title of (interdisciplinary researches). Gerhard Maletzke, defines one of the acceptable definitions in the area of mass media with the inclusion of five effective factors in this field. He knows five cases or conditions necessary in his definition from mass media:  Statements and public declarations(without special or limited contacts)  With technical broad casting tools(media)  In an indirect way(it means in a spatial or temporal distance-a time between the speaker and hearer)  To be presented unilateral (it means, without speaking exchange between speakers and hearers) to the contacts.  Maltezke Gerhard(1998) s.45 f  Mass communications are done by tools with various boards and contacts, that nowadays it is known as mass media or social networks. The source for sending mass media information often becomes considered from a special place to the special contacts, while this cognition doesn't consider news sending for internet network according to their high technical capability. In the mass media, news and information are followed with special care and sensitivity and information collectors are a few with having limitations. While users' internet network are not limited, they are also countless and are simultaneously the sender and receiver or vice versa. But some of the researchers use these media under the title of new mass media. Mass media has some advantage and sources that these advantages are resulted from the identity and function of new media that are mostly mass media. The features of new mass media can be mentioned as below:  Distribution speed  Distribution order  The width of distribution area  Distribution constancy  Learning and audience coverage  Accessing to the judgment and mass audience arbitration  Easily accessing and minimal cost in the scientific gathering, especially the political and social ones, its permanently speaking about the way of impacting and inspiration of these media, and in this direction dominating on the media is very important. Mass Media The practitioners were trying to cause a change in opponents and indifference people's attitude, and at least trying to keep the respondents' attitude constant with different methods in various areas ( political, social, cultural, economical ). Mass media plays the main role in this direction that is famous to media war. The media war concept was very effective in the process of war in Second World War. The time when" Joseph Gobelz", Hitler's senior officer of advertisements with the newest mass media tools, used a wide range of slogans and advertisements toward the constancy of the bases of Germany Nazism authority. Although the mass media becomes more during civil wars, it also continues informally in peaceful conditions among political and political sources. They try to have a maximum use of this potential for reaching their goals. (Soltani far, 2006, 13-14) . With paying attention to this fact that the contacts themselves pay the great part of the cost of this cold war unwittingly and indirectly in order to remove the needs that are being defined by these media( accessing to the information, hearing and watching the music, intellectual dependencies, various and funny films and …). So, with contacts' trend toward producing mass media tools like television, radio, computer, internet, internet, intelligent phones and so on, this important action become done. In the 21 century A.D, political forces' facing from geographical bounds to the figural bounds will increase. The http://www.ispacs.com/journals/acte/2015/acte-00191/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services low or sometimes beneficial costs of this relation have caused the political forces to use more from this potential and the scope of effecting area. It's pointed to some famous agencies in the area of mass media: French France Press: it is established in 1835 A.D in Paris, French. It has 150 agents all around the world. It has about 900 reporters in the world. It also transmits graphic reports in addition to sending news to the great TVs of the world. Reuters: it is established in 1851 A.D in London. It has a sever dependence toward England government and completely serves the colonial policies of this country. Reuters has an old experience in the field of forgery and falsification of the news and has a special expertise in this field. It has about 100 agency offices all around the world that transmits more than 2 million words per day. It gives a special importance to the economic and financial news and stock, and is trying to use the news technologies in news arena. Associated press news: it has established in 1848 A.D in the America. By now, it's the greatest report agency of the world. It has more than 7000 reporters, photographers all over the world. It transmits 17 million words to all around the world each day and owns the best and richest news photographing service of the world. United press: it has established in 1958 A.D in the America and is accounted as the second news of the world. It transmits 11 million news words per day. The news distribution speed is very important in this news. The united press owns wide and advanced facilities for collecting and distributing the news. Satellites transmit the news by using these telecommunications in less than one minute to all over the world.
Long term effect of mass media
In the book "mass communication recognition" in 1923 A.D. its written that "Deflour and Denis" believe that researchers have faced two contrary results about the way of media affects on the changes of human societies; first, media has a low and limited effect on people, and the other one says that media has a very powerful effect on social, cultural situations and the available trends and beliefs of the society. So there is a puzzle, how it can have both less and limited effect and high and wide effect? The answer to this question is explained by the minor accumulation theory. With paying attention to the accumulation theory that claims: as it's shown by the researchers, the effect of each message is so low on each person. Any way even small changes gather together in longtime in public view and thoughts. In fact, the way of acting is in a way that causes a great number of societies' people to change their ideas, interpretations and decisions about a matter that is emphasized on an especial point of view and mentioned in a related form by various media in long term. When it happens, determinate and significant changes become created in the shared beliefs and performances in long term. (Malvin and Denis, 1383, 623-624) three main factors must be available to cause the Accumulation theory are the collection of small effects in order to make it possible to explain how these small changes cause great changes during a long period. At first media must have concentration on a theorem in a repeated form. Second media must be consistent and aligned in their work, and more or less present a similar interpretation and explanation of the subject and third the various and important media like newspapers TV, radio and related news must improve each other and be one another's complement their efforts in this field ( the same 625). Media have provided the possibility of controlling the society with passing over two limitative factors) of " time and place" that might be difficult with ordinary mechanisms of the power with action and remote control, in a way that maybe it's not an exorbitant word if it's claimed that a part of control operations and social secure and order are formed on the work table of the media (Amir, 2005, 24) [1] .
Result
The breeze of transmitting same information to the contacts was started before the invention of printing machine and with the satellite lunch and acceleration in this transmission, a storm of information transmission is done. The speed and volume of information transmission have played and is playing an http://www.ispacs.com/journals/acte/2015/acte-00191/ International Scientific Publications and Consulting Services important role in human's change of believes. Nowadays human being doesn't have the capability of attracting and processing high volume and the speed of information transmission. So, some people in human societies try to resist in front of this storm relying on the past beliefs and experiences. Because of this reason we observe unpredictable mass reactions in various societies, that is a kind of inability in the capability and then become disable across the capability that they have made. We observe the changes in the direction of capability from France that is famous to the enlightenment period to Arabic spring and protest moves in Turkey and Brazil that is affected from modern technology of information transmission. Pessimism and failure to adapt to your congener and related authorities can be mentioned as its negative consequences. The time of mass communication technology revolution has progressed with a speed of almost HAMSOO with MOASER humans' learning, but this mode has changed from the end of the 20th century and first of 21st century A.D, in other words the time between the revolution one communication technology and the next technology becomes so short that has stole the chance of systematic learn of the technology from lots of people. Human are constantly searching for the revolution of a communication technology method to be able to communicate with each other cheaper, better, more secure, more sure.
